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Abstract. In the study main factors influencing the exploitative durability of the aluminum radiators used 
in motorization were classified. Special attention was put to thermal strains occurring during the usage of a 
car. The causes of theirs formation were identified, including disproportionate distribution of temperature in 
the construction of radiator, which changes cyclically depending on the characteristics of cooling fluid flow. 
In order to evaluate the influence of temperature and deformations of radiators on their durability, resistance 
tensometry method was used supplemented with temperature measurements with the use of 
thermoelements. Three linear resistive tensometers and three thermoelements were placed in the key areas 
of radiator (the inlet and outlet of cooling liquid to the heat exchanger and separator of the areas). 
Measurements were carried out during the examination of the durability of radiators on thermal shocks, 
which is one of the most basic examinations that imitates conditions of their work and verifies mechanical 
durability of products. Critical areas in the radiator were located, which are the most vulnerable to damages, 
including cracks. After the conducted research measurements of tightness were carried out, which 
verification is one of the most important requirements set for products in contact with intermediary medium 
in heat exchange. The study was supplemented with the observation of metallographic structures of the 
areas of fatigue cracks. 

1 Introduction  
Radiators used in the engine cooling system have to 
meet a number of exploitative requirements resulting 
from the conditions of their work, of which the most 
important are tightness, thermal efficiency, mechanical 
durability (endurance) and corrosion resistance. They are 
exposed mainly to activity of the medium fluid 
intermediary in heat exchange with rapidly changing 
temperature of the range from -200C to 1000C and the 
pressure of about 1 bar. Therefore, resistance to thermal 
shocks is the basic durability criterion of the radiators, 
which determines the construction of choices, production 
technology, the precision of making parts and the quality 
of their assembly [1-4]. 

With the increase of the time of exploitation of 
heat exchangers sectional plastic deformations develop, 
mainly brazed joints which consequently lead to crack 
initiations in these areas. The primary cause of their 
occurrence is thermal overloads, which intensity and 
caused results directly relate to working conditions of 
radiators in the engine cooling system. The main 
consequence of receiving and giving heat by radiator is 
increase or decrease of its temperature which leads to 
changes in linear measurements of the product according 
to the phenomenon of thermal expansion of materials. 
The limited possibility of deformation of construction 
results in the appearance of sectional heat strains usually 
caused by uneven distribution of temperature in radiator, 

inhomogeneity of mechanical properties, chemical 
composition and the metallographic structure of 
materials, especially brazed joints. The continuous 
activity of heat loads results in the thermal fatigue of 
radiator characterized by the net of cracks on its surface  
[5-11].  

The determination of the degree of construction 
deformation, especially using nondestructive 
measurements methods is important in the assessments 
of its exploitative fatigue, in particular in the conditions 
of thermal loads. This group includes mainly tensometry 
methods and the methods of temperature measurements 
with the use of thermoelements. On this basis it is 
possible not only to determine the deformations of 
radiator but also to predict the location of possible 
cracks, which is important in industrial practice [12-17]. 

2 Research methodology 

The measurements of temperature and distortions were 
carried out on car radiators made of clad aluminum tapes 
based on alloy of aluminum-manganese AA3003 (tape 
core material) and aluminum-silicon alloy (AA4343) 
(brazed material). The latter begins to melt at a 
temperature of 5820C and after the crystallization it 
forms inseparable joints in the heat exchanger. The 
chemical composition of the materials used in the 
productions  of   radiators  are  shown  in  Table 1,   their 
basic mechanical properties in Table 2. 
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Table 1. The chemical composition limits of aluminum alloys 
used in the study.

Alloy Fe Si Cu Mg Mn Zn Al 

AA3003 0.7 0.6 0.05-
0.2 0.05 1.0-

1.5 0.1 rem. 

AA4343 0.8 6.8-
8.2 0.25 0.05 0.1 0.2 rem. 

 
 

Table 2. Basic mechanical properties of aluminum alloys used 
in the study. 

 

Material 
Tensile strength 

(Rm)  
[N/mm2] 

Yield point 
(Rp0,2) 

[N/mm2] 

Elongation  
(A50)  
[%] 

AA4343 4% 
(clad) 

AA3003 
115.00 58.00 37.00 

 
Brazing is the main operations of the manufacturing 

process of radiators influencing the formation of insepa-
rable joints and their durability. They were carried out in 
the protective atmosphere of nitrogen in a radiant-
convective furnace, which main areas included: 

− thermal degreasing (the removal of processing 
oils), 

− application of non-corrosive flux,  
− heating in a convective chamber,  
− brazing in a radiant chamber,  
− cooling in the protective atmosphere of nitro-

gen, 
− cooling in atmosphere air.  

The flow of cooling fluid in the examined radiator 
from its inlet to outfall proceeded in the shape of “U” 
letter, according to the diagram in Fig. 1. The direction 
of the circulation of cooling fluid has a significant effect 
on the distribution of temperature in the heat exchanger, 
consequently distribution of deformations. 
 

Inlet

Outlet

Fig. 1. The view of circulation of cooling fluid through 
radiator. 

The examination of endurance of radiators consisted 
of temperature measurements and deformations in envi-
ronment imitating the conditions of their work. For this 
purpose, endurance test of radiators on activity of  

thermal shocks was performed, based on the circulation 
of cooling liquid (aqueous solution of ethylene glycol) 
through the heat exchanger which the temperature-time 
cycle included (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3):  
− the increase of temperature of cooling liquid from -

200C to 1000C within 30 s, 
− the stabilization of cooling liquid of 1000C within 

30 s, 
− the decrease of temperature of cooling liquid from 

1000C to -200C within 30 s, 
− the stabilization of cooling liquid of -200C within 

30 s. 
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Fig. 2. The temperature-temporal profile of cooling liquid 
during the endurance examination of the heat exchanger on 
thermal shocks. 
 

 
Fig. 3. The temperature-temporal profile of cooling liquid 
during the endurance examination of the heat exchanger on 
thermal shocks.  
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The study was conducted in the temperature of 
environment of 230C and the strength of the flow of 
cooling liquid was 4000kg/h. 

The measurements of temperatures and deformations 
of radiators were carried out during the endurance exam-
ination on activity of thermal shocks, which reflects the 
actual working conditions. For this purpose, tensometry 
method was used, which is based on the determination of 
tensometer deformations caused by acting on its external 
forces and temperature measurement method with the 
use of thermoelements. Three linear resistive tensome-
ters were used with self-compensating properties of the 
nominal resistance of 120Ω±0.35%, gauge factor 
2.09±1.0%, transverse sensitivity 0.2% and temperature 
compensation modulus for aluminum of α = 23 x 10-6/K. 
They were placed in the key areas of radiator, i.e. the 
inlet and outlet of cooling liquid to the heat exchanger 
and separator of the areas. In the same areas thermoele-
ments were installed so as to determine dependence of 
the deformations of the heat exchanger from the temper-
ature on its surface (Fig. 4). Thermoelements from NiCr-
NiAl alloy of 0.5 mm diameter and a length of 200 mm 
were used.  

1

2

3

Fig. 4. The diagram of the locations of tensometers and 
thermoelements in radiator. 

3 Discussion of obtained results 
During the test of endurance of radiator on thermal  

shocks, the temperature and deformations measurements 
of the construction were carried out. The obtained results 
allowed to determine the effects of temperature changes 
of the radiator on the formation of deformations of its 
construction. It has been determined that with the in-
crease of radiator temperature what follows is the ex-
tending of its deformations, thereby the change of linear 
measurements of the product. It is directly connected 
with the phenomenon of thermal expansion of materials.  

The diagrams shown in Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 pre-
sent the profile of temperature dependence and defor-
mations from the time for three considered areas in the 
radiator, which deformation changes largely in a linear 
degree with the change of its temperature which is relat-
ed to the thermal conductance of aluminum. The effect 

of sectional concentration of strains and consequently 
the biggest changes of the linear measurements of con-
struction occurs in temperature of cooling fluid of 1000C, 
which is noticeable in the form of characteristic peak in 
the inserted diagrams. What was obtained is the repeata-
bility of the results of temperature measurements and 
radiator deformations in the following cycles of meas-
urements their endurance for thermal shocks. The great-
est value of the deformations was recorded in the area of 
inlet of cooling fluid to radiator, which is associated with 
the occurrence of the biggest changes of temperature in 
this area, ranging from -200C to 1000C. In the area of its 
outfall the intensity of the influence of thermal shocks on 
the radiator decreases because the heat of cooling liquid 
is gradually channeled by the heat exchanger. It deter-
mines a smaller thermal impact in this area of the radia-
tor, resulting in smaller deformations of construction. 

Fig. 5. The diagram of temperature and deformations in the 
function of time for the area of inlet of cooling liquid to the 
heat exchanger. 

Fig. 6. The diagram of temperature and deformations in the 
function of time for in the area of separator of the inlet and 
outfall of cooling liquid areas. 
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After the completion of 1500 measurements cycles 
in the endurance examination of the radiator on thermal 
shocks according to manufacturing requirements, 
the measurements of its tightness were carried out, 
which did not show the leak of cooling liquid. 

Fig. 7. The diagram of  temperature and deformations in the 
function of time for outlet area of cooling liquid from the heat 
exchanger. 

The heat exchanger fulfilled the established quality 
requirements. In order to identify the mechanism of 
forming of the permanent distortion of the contraction 
further 1500 cycles of endurance examination on thermal 
shocks were performed. The result of the prolonged 
exposures to cyclical thermal loads was weakening of 
the material, consequently the formation on fatigue 
cracks (Fig. 8). They appeared in the tube-tank joints 
area, mainly in zone of inlet of cooling liquid to radiator. 

Fig. 8. The view of fatigue crack after the endurance 
examination of radiator of fluids on thermal shocks. 

4 Conclusions  
The most important final conclusions concerned the 

achieved results are: 
- the effect of cooling liquid temperature was de-

termined based on the distortions of radiators, 

- uneven distribution of cooling liquid tempera-
ture values in different areas of the heat ex-
changer was observed,  

- temperature measurements with the use of 
thermoelements were supplemented by tensom-
etry measurements of distortions allowing to lo-
cate the areas of the radiator that are the most 
exposed to the effects of heat activity, which 
consequently leads to fatigue cracks, 

- increased closing control of the heat exchangers 
should in particular focus on the area of inlet of 
the cooling fluid to the radiator, where there are 
the highest values of deformation during their 
exploitation, 

- the obtained results are useful for industrial 
practice by indicating the method to identifying 
radiators construction deformations.   
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